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HISTORICAL AND THEX)REI'ICAL BACKGRCUND 
1. Drinking, Driving, arrl the Law 
The drinking driver has long been a factor in our rn:xlern society. 
Autonobi.le fatalities occur at a rate of approximately 50,000 per year 
with at least 50% of these being alcohol-related (Kaye, 1980; [bull, 
et al., 1980). Alccllol-related vehicular injuries requiring hospital 
treatment exceed t\o.O million victims per year (Saferstein, 1981). 
Mankind's association with alcOholic beverages began before the 
inception of the autatobile and, in fact, g:>es reck to biblical times 
with one of the first recorded incidents being the conversion of 
grapes into wine by yeast during Noah • s voyage. Sea travel continued 
to be plagued by alcd1ol until it became a practice to deny any 
alcoholic beverage to a crf!M at sea (officers were pennitted limited 
rations) (Gaplan, 1982) . 
Soon other forns of transportation became involved with alcohol. 
2 . 
In 1899, rules prohibiting drinking while on duty were fonnulated by 
the Airerican Railway Association and, a few years later, the Railroad 
&np1oyee Brotherhood adopted similar rules (caplan, 1982}. The air 
transportation industry, c:pverned by the Federal Aviation 
Administration, has similar rules. 
'!'l.o key factors in the 1920s p..1t the autarobile within reach of 
nearly every household -- assembly line production and installment 
};X.lrchase plans. With the increase in traffic density, vehicular deaths 
becaxre cx::mronplace (Mason and D..ll::x::7Nski, 1975}. It scx:n became 
apparent that many crashes were alcOhol-related. Restrictions on the 
right to drive while "under the influence of intoxicating liqoor" 
afPeared in many states (Mason an::1 McBay, 1982}. The Connecticut 
r.t:>tor Vehicle Cbmnission stated in 1924 (during prohibition} that "any 
person wto t.uys a drink an::1 then operates a notor vehicle nust be 
considered drunk" ( caplan, 1982} . 
D.tring the early years of drinking am driving, little was kna.om 
about the types or severity of defects in driving capability that 
alcohol would cause or at what level of intoxication these defects 
would occur. In man, the dose-response relationship is non-unifonn, 
3. 
varying fran _person-to-person arrl within the same _person at different 
times and under different circumstances (Mason and Dubowski, 1975), 
e.g. presence of psychological stress, acquired tolerance to alcohol, 
the presence or al:::eence of drugs, and whether alcohol levels are 
rising or falling When deterrrdned (Council on Scientific Affairs, 
1986). 
Even in snell doses, _perfornance of driving-related skills nay 
begin to fall off. In noderate-to-high doses, overall _perfornance 
diminishes with the general i!rpainnent of nervous function. 'Ihe najor 
areas impaired py alcohol are those associated with _perception, 
acquisition and processing of infornation received by the senses, and 
the ability to carry out a divided-attention task. Learned rrotor 
resronses are much less .in'paired (Mason and D.lbowski, 1975; Council on 
Scientific Affairs, 1986). Involvanent in injury-related accidents 
begins at a blood alcx:>ool concentration (BAC) of 0.05% w/ v and rises 
dramatically as the driver's BAC increases (Council on Scientific 
Affairs, 1986). 
Generally, at a BAC of 0.05% w/ v, the body sway test is usually 
J;X)Sitive. Harrl-eye coordination, l'la.nJ steadiness, conplex reaction 
l 
time, am visual search am tracking may or may not be p::>sitive. 
Merrory transfer frcrn i.rrrredi.ate recall to long-term storage may be 
disturbed (Cohen, 1984) . 
At 0.08% w/ v BAC, glare recovery is prolonged arrl the visual 
field contracts. There is also difficulty in processing information 
am .i.rrpainoont of the performance of divided-attention tasks (Cohen, 
1984). 
In 1938, the Catmi.ttee to Study Problems of l-btor Vehicle 
Accidents of the .American ~cal Association issued the follONi.ng 
reoammendations (Heise, 1967): 
1. "Although there is oo minimal figure which can be 
set at which there will be absolutely oo effect 
frcrn alcoool, the a:mn:i.ttee reccmrerxis that 
persons with a concentration of alcoh:>l of less 
than 0.05 percent by weight in blood or its 
equivalent in urine, saliva or breath should oot 
be prosecuted for driving while urxler the 
influence of alcoholic liqoor." 
2. "All persons sl'lc7N a definite loss of that clear-
ness of intellect and oontrol of themselves which 
they v.ould ordinarily p::>ssess when the 
concentrations are aoove 0 .15 percent in the 
blood or its equivalent in other tx:xly fluids or 
breath am should therefore be considered as 
urrler the influence. " 
3. ''When the alooool ooncentrations are between 0.05 
ani 0 .15 percent in the blood, a great many of 
the persons will be urrler the influence of 
alcohol, but the ccmnittee recx::mnends prosecution 
only when the circumstances ani results of 
fhysical examination give definite confirmation 
of such influence." 
4. 
5 . 
'lbese recornnendations were ooncurred with by the National Safety 
Council (NSC) and the American Bar Association. Between 1939 am 1964, 
39 states am the District of Columbia folla.ved the recarrrendations of 
the AMA and NSC by specifying that a person having a BAC in excess of 
0.15% w/v was considered to be urrler the influence of alcohol. 
In light of continued experimentation, the AMA, in 1960, and the 
NSC, in 1965, recornrended la.vering this limit to 0.10% wj v. In 1969, 
the National Higl"May Traffic Safety Administration (a branch of the 
u.s. Department of Transportation) issued an ultimatum: that the 
individual states set the presumptive impairment limit of BAC at a 
value ro higher than 0.10% w/ v or receive a reduced share of federal 
higl"May construction funds. All 50 states, the District of Columbia 
am nost US !X)SSeSsions have carplied with this rna.rxiate ( Saferstein, 
1981). 
Many feel that the presumptive impairment level should be lower 
still. In 1972, the Umnittee on Alcohol and Drugs of the NSC 
suggested that a BA.C of 0. 08% w / v indicates driving perfonrance 
inpairmant. Several states have adopted this reccmneooation 
(Saferstein, 1981; Caplan, 1982). Additionally, several Western 
l 
countries, including Great Britain, Canada, Austria and SWitzerland, 
have a BAC limit of 0.08% w/ v aoo a f€M countries have even lower 
limits, ~Norway (0.05%), SWeden (0.05%) and Czechoslovakia (0.03%) 
( Saferstein, 1981) . The U.S. Armed Forces consider a BAC of 0. 05% or 
above as unfitness for duty and punishable by disciplinary action, 
although 0.10% w/ v remains the legal level for drunk and disorderly 
conduct and for driving while intoxicated during oooouty oours ( Cbhen, 
1984). 
The Uniform Vehicle Code (revised in 1962) is the nodel for 
legislation set forth by the various states. The pJrtions pertaining 
to chemical testing are as follC7NS. The first section oovers "implied 
consent": 
1. "/my person who drives a notor vehicle on public 
hig~ys shall be deemed to have given his 
oonsent to have a chemical test of breath, blood, 
or urine to determine the alcohol oontent of 
blood." 
2. "'Ihat this provision applies only to t:lx>se urrler 
arrest for driving or in physical control of a 
ITDtor vehicle while urrler the influence of an 
intoxicating liquor. " 
3. "The test shall be corrlucted at the direction of 
the pJlice officer who made the arrest. " 
4. "The deferrlant can refuse to sutrni t to a chemical 
test and oone shall be given. If he refuses, the 
deferrlant may be subject to revocation of his 
driving privilege for a period not to exceed one 
year." 
6. 
5. "The deferrlant has a right to have a hearing on 
his refusal to sul::mit to a chemical test a.OO the 
results of this hearing rray 1:;e reviewed by an 
appropriate court following petitions from the 
defendant" {Caplan, 1982). 
The next section covers BAC levels as indicated by chemical 
testing: 
1. "If there was at that time 0.05 percent or less by 
weight of alcohol in the person's blood, it shall 
1:;e presl..mled that the person was oot umer the 
influence of intoxicating liqoor. 11 
2. "If there was at that time in excess of 0.05 
percent but less than 0 .10 percent by weight of 
alcohol in the person's blood, such fact shall oot 
give rise to any presumption that the person was 
or was oot umer the influence of intoxicating 
liqoor, but such fact rray 1:;e considered with other 
competent evidence in deter.mining Whether the 
person was under the influence of intoxicating 
liqoor. 11 
3. "If there was at that time 0.10 percent or nore 
by weight of alcob::>l in the person's blood, it 
shall 1:e presl..mled that the person was umer the 
influence of intoxicating liqoor. 11 
4. "Percent by weight of alcohol in the blood shall 
1:e based U!X)n grams of alcohol per one hundred 
cubic centimeters of blood. " 
5 • 11'lhe forec;ping provisions shall not 1:;e construed 
as lirni ting the introduction of any other 
c:x::rrpetent evidence bearing U!X)n the question of 
whether the person was un::ier the influence of 
intoxicating liquor" {Caplan, 1982). 
Analysis of alcohol is the nost frequently performed analysis 
done in a forensic laboratory. Alcohol is a frequent camon 
dernninator in violent deaths, including highway accidents, accidents 
at hare, \t.Qrk and play, suicides a.OO harocides (Kaye, 1980). !)lring a 
7 . 
8 . 
10-year pericx:i in San Francisco, a lcohol was found in 16. 7% of the 
cases investigated. In Orange County, alcohol carprised 38.5% of the 
cases (Coull, et al. , 1980) . See Table 1. 
As can be seen fran the number of cases involved, the analytical 
met.b:xls utilized nust be capable of testing thousands of notorists 
annually. 'lhe methods need to be fast am reliable, but without 
invoking undue {:hysical hann or unreasonable inconvenience to the 
notorist (Saferstein, 1981). Experimental tests sl'x:7N that the results 
of blood, breath am urine tests agree sufficiently to make any one of 
these tests acceptable and capable of interpreting the degree of 
intoxication (Heise, 1967). 
Breath alcoool testing is a {X)p.llar choice for detennining BA.C 
levels. It is very fast, does not require elaborate ~ipnent or 
training, <Des rot cause undue distress or delays to the accused and 
is easily supported am defemed in a court of law. M::>st breath 
analyses are undertaken for the detennination of etharx:>l in connection 
with traffic law enforcement. 
TABLE 1. Cases from the Orange County Coroner 's Office 
California, 1967 - 1976 
Sul::stance Nlmlber of Cases Percent 
Eth.aool 2,444 38.5 
Barbiturates 1,165 18.3 
M:>rphine 416 6.6 
Carron 1-brx:>xide 354 5.8 
Diazepam 328 5.2 
All others 1,642 25.7 
'IDTAL 6,349 100.1 
9. 
2. Ethaool: Olemical and Pharnaoological Properties 
When the urmxlified tenn "alcohol" is used in a rredioolegal 
context, it is generally i..rrplied to mean etharx:>l or ethyl alcohol. 
H:::7Never, in a chemical context, "alcohol" refers to any of the the 
hydroxy derivatives of ali};hatic hydrocarl::x:ms which are named for 
their parent carpourrls. Thus, ethane gives rise to etharx:>l. Et.harx>l 
also belongs to the broad, general fhannaceutical class of CNS 
depressants. 
In the CNS, alcohol acts as a primary and continuous depressant. 
It has oo sti.nulant effects, although to users it nay appear so. This 
phernreoon is due to depression of the inhibition oontrol centers, 
thus allONing i.np.llsive behavior (DiPalma, 1971). '!here is a feeling 
of eu}:b:>ria am a temency t.aNard recklessness. Sc:m:! users becane 
vicious, quarrelsane and antisocial (DiPalma, 1971). As the Goodnan 
and Gil.mm textbook states: 
"Electrophysiological stuiies suggest that 
alcolx>l, like other general anesthetics, exerts its 
first depressant action up::>n those parts of the brain 
involved in the rrost highly integrated functions. 'lhe 
}:Olysynaptic structures of the reticular activating 
system and certain cortical sites are particularly 
susceptible. The cortex is thus released fran its inte-
grating oontrol. As a result, the various processes 
related to thought occur in a jumbled, disorganized 
fashion and the sm:x::>th operation of ITOtor processes 
10. 
becx::.m:s disrupted. The first mental processes to 
be affected are those that deperrl on training and 
previous experience and that usually makes for sobriety 
and self-restraint. 'lhe finer grades of discrimination, 
rrarory, concentration, and insight are dulled and then 
lost. Confidence al::x:>unds, the personality beccrnes 
expansive and vivacious, and speech rra.y becorre eloquent 
and occasionally brilliant. Mood swings are 
uncontrolled and arotional outb.Irsts frequent" 
(Gilman, et al., 1980). 
Alcohol affects mmy parts of the l:xxiy in addition to the CNS. 
One of the areas hardest hit is the liver by a process collectively 
referred to as "alcoholic liver disease." This includes fatty liver, 
alcoholic hepatitis and cirrhosis, briefly discribed below (Berkow, 
1987) : 
Fatty liver - Enhanced lipid anal::olism caused by in-
creased NAIH: NAD ( D::>ull, 1900) \trhich results fran 
the oxidation of alcohol. Alc:x:>lx>l ir¥iirectly prcm::>tes 
the accurm.Uation of fat in the liver by causing the 
rrobilization of fat fran the peripheral tissues. 
Alcoholic Hepatitis - Enlarged, snooth, yellcw liver. 
Microscopically shows necrosis, inflarmation and 
sclerosis. 
Cirrhosis - Liver is finely rx:xlular, architecture is 
disorganized by fibrous septa and nodules. It alters 
the pattern of hepatic blood flow (D::>ull, 1980). 
Additional areas affected by alc:x:>lx>l include: 
1. Skin - COOling effect due to evaporation. Alcohol 
sponge ba.ths used for fever. causes mild redness 
and burning, used as a counterirritant and 
rubefacient. Hardens and cleans the skin, prevents 
sweating, used to prevent bedsores and decubitus 
ulcers. 
2~ Mucous membranes - Irritant, causes inflarmation, 
es_pecially of the gastric rrucosa. 
11. 
3. SUbcutaneous tissues - Injection of alcohol causes 
pain follCMed by anesthesia. Injection in or near 
nerves used in the treatrrent of severe pain. 
4. Peripheral nerves - Blocks conduction, lowers the 
resting FQtential. 
s. Germicidal action - Moderately effective as a 
topical bacteriocide. Should I'X)t be used to clease 
open wounds as it precipitates protein, thus 
increasing the injury. 
6. cardiovascular System -
a. Dilates skin vessels, producing flushing ar.rl a 
sensation of wannth. Vasodilation probably due to 
central vasomotor depression as alcohol has little 
effect on blood vessels. Prevents I'X)nnal vasocon-
striction on exposure to cold, resulting in 
increased injury ani ];X)SSible death due to cold. 
b. Blood pressure, cardiac output, ani force of 
myocardial contraction do I'X)t change significantly 
with noderate arcounts. Slight increase in p.Use 
rate pvobably due to a reflex stimulation. 
c. Acute severe intoxication causes cardiovascular 
depression caused by central vasomotor depression 
and respiratory depression. 
d. Olronic excessive use causes intracellular 
lesions in the myocardium. Other cardiovascular 
aln:mta.lities are due mainly to malnutrition and 
vitamin deficiencies. 
7. Gastrointestinal Tract -
a. lJ::JN levels increase flCM of saliva and gastric 
juices, noderate arcounts decrease gastric 
secretions and notili ty, al tb:)ugh constip3.tion is 
protably due to decreased caloric intake. 
b. Alcohol irritates the gastric mucosa, causing 
congestive hyperemia and inflanmation, nausea, and 
erosive gastritis leading to chronic gastritis. 
Alcohol damages the gastric ani intestinal nuoosa. 
8. Plasma LiFQproteins - Aloob:>l increases al!fla or 
high-density liFQproteins and decreases beta or 
low-density liFQproteins, thus decreasing the 
incidence of coronary heart disease. 
9. Skeletal M..lscle - l.J:M doses increase slightly the 
ability to work by decreasing the appreciation of 
fatigue. Increasing doses increase CNS depression 
12. 
l 
arrl decrease the ability to ~rk. It also causes 
skeletal myopathy. 
10. Body Terrperature - Decreases due to heat loss fran 
increased blood flow and oweating. I.J::M arrounts nay 
cause a feeling of warmth, but excessive ingestion 
is dangerous when tody heat needs to be conserved. 
11. Teratogenic Effects - Studies in the last decade 
have suggested that etharx>l is a teratogen. Sc:::Joo 
children torn to alcoholic nothers have pre- and 
.PJStnatal growth failure, microce,l;ilaly, develop-
mental delay, am other an:rralies termed the 
'fetal alC0001 syn.drare. ' Craniofacial ananalies 
include small eyelid folds am other defects 
(myopia, ptosis and strabiSill.lS) , rraxillary hyp:>-
plasia, am an::malies of the ears. Skeletal 
a.rare.lies, cardiac defects, al:n:>rnal pal.nar 
creases am, in girls, hypoplasia of the labia 
rna jora are found. Teratogenic arnralies are 
probably due to the ethaml rather than mal-
nutrition because linear growth is curtailed nore 
than weight growth: in case of generalized 
maternal malnutrition, fetal weight is curtailed 
nore. '!he growth rate a~rs to be irreversibly 
reduced: infants with fetal alcoool syrxtrare have 
remained small am mentally defective when placed 
in foster hanes ( D:>ull, 1980) • 
12. Life Span - SD:.:>rter than for non or ~ate 
drinkers. 
13. Sexual E\mctions - Decreased sexual resp:>nsi veness 
in toth men and \tQ'Oell. 
14. Kidney - Increased diuretic effect. Decrease in 
renal tubular reatsorption of water. Inhibits the 
secretion of antidiuretic honrone by acting on the 
supraopticoneurdlypophyseal system. 
15. En:h:'ocrine Glams - Increased excretion of sym-
pathetic drugs, increase in circulating catechol-
amines (transient hyperglycemia, ~pilary 
dilation, slight rise in blood pressure) • 
16. Blood - Sideroblastic and rregaloblastic anemias 
occur if nalnutrition coexists. Depressant action 
on tone narrow resulting in ~penic;1 and 
vacoolization of red arrl white cell precursors. 
Depression of leukocyte migration to inflantred 
areas. 
17. carcin:>genic Effects - Al.C0001 is an excellent 
praroting agent or co-carcin:>gen. Whereas 
individuals who smoke cigarettes rarely develop 
13 . 
cancer in the upper GI tract or the oral cavity, 
people wh::> roth srroke cigarettes arxl drink 
alcoholic beverages have a seriously increased 
risk in these sites. '!he rrecha.nism in part stems 
from increased production in the oral cavity or 
in the esophagus of ul tinate carcirx:>gens frcm 
procarcirx:>gens present in tobacco. In addition, 
alcohol nay serve as an irrlirect praroting 
stinulus through Ireehanisms, !X)SSibly dietary 
deficiencies, that renain to be clarified 
(DiPalma, 1971; Doull, et a!., 1980; Gilman, et 
a!., 1980). 
Etharx>l is rapidly absorbed fran the stanach, small intestine, 
14 . 
and colon (Gilnan, et a!., 1980) into the blood stream. It is a lipid-
soluble catp)urrl that readily passes cell nanbranes by sirrple 
diffusion. 'Iherefore, ethalx:>l is absorbed from the stanach arxl other 
gastrointestinal sites by diffusion arxl then passes into the CNS arxi 
other organs also by sinple diffusion (IOull, et al., 1980). See 
Figure 1. Many factors influence the rate of al:eorption, including 
quantity, character arrl rate of consumption of alcoholic beverage, 
presence of food, arxl individual variations. (Gilnan, et al., 1980; 
Korus, 1981; Ccilen, 1984). cnce in the blood stream, ethan::>l is 
distriruted evenly througtx:>ut the l:xxiy water (Baselt, 1982). 
'!he rret.al:::olism of ethalx:>l is considered to foll<::JN zero order 
kinetics arxl is essentially irrleperrlent of dose (Gilman, et al., 1980; 
Baselt, 1982; Winek and M.lq:hy, 1984). Ninety percent or nore is 
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Figure 1. Rrutes of .Ab;orption, Distribution am 




completely oxidized, chiefly in the liver. The first step involves the 
oxidation of etha.ool to acetaldehyde by alcohol dehydrogenase, 
utilizing NAD as the hydrogen acceptor. The seoorrl step is the 
oxidation of acetaldehyde to acetic acid by aldehyde dehydrogenase, 
again using NAD as a oofactor (Doull, et al., 1980). See Figure 2. 
'Ihe rataining etharol is excreted unchanged in sweat, tears, 
bile, gastric juices, saliva, a.rXl other secretions. lbNever, nost of 
the et:J:larx>l that escapes oxidation is excreted through the kidneys 
(urine) arrl lungs (breath) (Gilnan, et al., 1980). "Liquids (that) are 
in equilibrium with a gas phase ••• may be excreted via the lungs. Thus, 
the anount of liquid excreted by the lungs is related to the va_p:>r 
pressure. 'lhi.s principle is widely used for detenni.ning the anount of 
ethaool in the tx:xiy" (DJull, 1980) . 
For non-<irinkers, the average etharol elimination rate is 12 + 4 
m;:J % per oour. For social drinkers it is 15 + 4 m;:J % per hour a.rXl for 
alcol"x:>lics, 30 + 9 ng % per hour. Thus, the rate of ethanol 
elimination increases with drinking experience (Winek, 1984). 
As with many substances, ethanol reacts with other drugs to 
either enhance or inhibit their effects. As the Casarett a.rXl DJull 
II I I il I 
ADH 
CH3CH20H + NAD+ -----> NADH + H+ + CH3CHO 
ADH 
CH3CHO -----> CH3COOH 




textl:x:x:lk states: "'!he problem of drugs in canbination is a frequent 
obstacle to interpretation of toxicological findings •••• More often the 
additive or synergistic effects produced by the interaction of two or 
nore depressant drugs may result in c:x::.rca or death, although ·none of 
the drugs is present in toxic levels. '!he canbination of alcohol ar:rl 
secobarbital is commonly employed for purposes of intoxication or as 
a means of suicide" (D::mll, et al., 1980). '!his text also describes a 
synergistic effect as "the situation in which the canbined effect of 
tv.o chemicals is 111.1ch greater than the sum of the effect of each agent 
given alone •••• Fbr example, both carbon tetrachloride and ethanol are 
hepatotoxic agents, but together they produce nuch nore liver injury 
than the rrathanatical sum of their irxli.vidual effects on the liver 
\t.Ould suggest" (I:bull, et al., 1980). 
'!he following is a list of the major ethal'x:>l~g interactions: 
1. Al.c:xix>l-Sensitizing Agents (Disulfiram) - Block 
the rnet.al::olism of alcol'x:>l resulting in flushing of 
the face, dyspnea, hYIX>tension, tachycardia, 
nausea, arrl vcmiting. l)Je to the accunulation of 
acetaldehye. 
2. General Anesthetics - In alcohol-tolerant patients 
larger anounts of anethetics are required. '!here 
is an additive CNS depression effect. 
3. Analgesics -




(Iarvon) Potentiation of 
system depressant effect of 
c. cpiates - R:>tentiation of CNS depressant effect 
of alcohol, _!X)Or notor perforrrance • 
4 . Anticoagulants (Warfarin) - Half-life of warfarin 
decreased by chronic use of alcohol; ha.vever, 
anticoagulant effect nay be enhanced in the 
presence of liver disease • Occasional rn::xlerate 
doses of ethanol are unlikely to interfere with 
warfarin therapy in patients with oornal liver 
function. 
s. Anticonvulsants (Phenytoin) - Half-life decreased 
with chronic ingestion of large doses of alooool 
due to irrluction of mi.crosana.l enzyrres. Alcoool 
withdrawal associated with seizures. 
6. Antidepressants (~triptyline, Imipramine, 
Nortriptylene, IX>xepin) - R:>tentiation of the CNS 
effects of alcorol. 
7 . ~ne Oxidase Inhibitors - Hypertensive crisis 
precipitated by alcoholic beverages containing 
tyramine (i.e. wine arrl beer). R:>tentiation of the 
CNS effects of alco'OOl. 
8. Antihistamines - R:>tentiation of CNS depressant 
effect of alcoool. Sedation arrl decreased psych:::>-
notor perfonnance. 
9. Fructose - Increases rretal::.olism of alcolx>l arrl 
decreases effects. 
10. Antihypertensives -
a. Guanethidine, Hydralizine - R:>tentiation of the 
postural hyp)tensi ve effects. 
b. Methyldopa - Increased CNS depression 
c . Rauwolfia Alkaloids - R:>tentiation of side 
effects of reserpine. 
11. Anti-Infective Agents -
a. Chloranq:henicol, Ethionamide - Disulfiram-like 
reaction: psycologic abramlities ,men use 
associated with heavy alcolx>l consurrption. 
b . Furazolidone, 
reaction. 
Quinacrine - Disulfiram-like 
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c. Griseofulvin - Possible disulfiram-like 
reaction. 
d. Isoniazid - Olronic alcohol aoose rray enhance 
metarolisrn. 
e. Metronidazol - Mild disulfiram-like effect. 
f. Sulfonamides - May cause mild potentiation of 
CNS depression effects of alcohol. 
g. Tetrachloroethylene - Potentiation of the CNS 
depressant effects of alCohol. 
12. AntipsyChotic agents -
a. Ollorprarazine - Potentiation of CNS depressant 
effects of alcohol. Significant inpainnent of 
psycharotor function. All ,Iilemthiazines have the 
potential for similar effects. 
b. Hydroxyzine - Probable potentiation of CNS 
depressant effects of alcohol. 
13. CNS Stimulants {Amphetamines, caffeine) 
Antagonism of CNS depressant effects of alcohol. 
r:oes oot i.rrprove notor perfonnance. 
14. Hypoglycemic agents -
a. Sulfonylurea drugs, 'lblazarnide, Tolootamide, 
Chlorpropamide, AcetOOexamide, - Alcolx:>l causes 
potentiation of hypoglycemic effect. ~y also have 
disulfiram-like effects, particularly with 
chlorporparnide am tolbutamide. 
b . Phenfonnin - Potentiation of the h~rlacti­
acidernia caused by chronic alcohol aoose. 
15. Diuretics (Ethacrynic acid) - ~y increase blood 
alcOhol levels and potentiate alcohol effect. 
16. Sedative-HyJ;:notics (Barbiturates, Chloral Hydrate, 
Ethchlorvyool, Glutethimide, Meprobamate, 
Methyprylon, Benzodiazepines) -Additive effects 
with enhanced sedation, respiratory depression 
am occasionally death. All potentiate the CNS 
depressant effects of alcoool am inpair psycro-
rrotor function. Additive effect rray be fatal. 
17. Sympatholytic Drugs (Al,Iila-adrenergic blockers, 
Phentolamine) - Disulfiram--like effects. 
18. Vasodilators {Nitroglycerin) - Alcoool potentiates 
hypotension, may cause cardiovascular collapse 
20 . 
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(Melmon and Morrelli, 1978). 
It should be noted that although etharx:>l itself has nany toxic 
effects, there are many other CCJ'l'iX)nents in alcoholic beverages . 'Ihese 
canp::ments, referred to as congeners, contrirute to the flavor, arara 
and color, as well as to the toxicity of alcoholic drinks. Congeners 
consist of sane highly volatile CCJ'l'iX)nents, such as primary alcohols 
(other than ethaool) , aldehydes, ketones and esters. Also fourxi are 
various salts, acids arrl oon-volatile solids (i.e. tannins). Congeners 
find their way into alcoholic drinks fran the grains, grapes, or 
vegetable sources used to make the beverage. Others develop during 
fenrentation or during aging (tannins) . Still others are added 
deliberately to vary the color or flavor (caramel). Of the many 
congeners, the rrore toxic ones include: furfural, xrethazx:>l, 
acetaldehyde, ethyl acetate, ethyl formate, 1- propaool, 2-butaool, 
3-pentaool. "Most congeners produce gastrointestinal irritation when 
taken orally follOW'ed by an intoxication similar to that produced by 
ethaool. '!here is dizziness, light-headedness, and exciterrent follOW'ed 
by lassitude and dra.vsiness. Large ooses produce nausea, vani ting, 
headache, respiratory depression and death in cara" ( Pirola, 1978) . 
l 
3. Physiological Principles arrl the Determination of Blood 
Ethaool 
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When considering the extent to which etha.rx:>l can inpair norrcal 
l::x:xiy function, the rrost accurate determinations \'.Ould involve the 
raroval arrl direct analysis of a p:>rtion of brain tissue. 'Mlile this 
nay be feasible on p::>St-nortem cases, nost living subjects \'.Ould 
strenoously protest such a practice. Consequently, indirect methods of 
measuring the brain-ethan:>l concentrations have been sought. 
Experimentation has proven that the blood-etha.rx:>l concentration is 
directly prop:>rtional to the etharx:>l concentration in the brain. 'lhus, 
the so call blood-alcohol concentration (BAC) has becane the starnard 
for relating et.han:>l intake to its effect on the l::x:xiy. 
Ethaool is usually measured in verx>us or mixed trunk blood arrl 
nost behavioral observations have been correlated with verous blood 
concentrations. Experimental data sb:Jw these measurements generally 
urxlerestinate the etha.rx:>l level in arterial blood. Next to direct 
analysis of brain tissue, arterial blood gives the best reflection of 
the exp:>aure of the brain to etharx:>l. Et:harx>l levels in arterial blood 
ten:i to be higher than in veoous blood, especially in the absorptive 
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phase. Since rrany organs and tissues oxidize ethaool and acetaldehyde, 
it is logical that the vel'X)US blood content should be lo.ver. 
'Iherefore, arterial blood reflects with greater a ccuracy the level of 
ethaz'x)l that the brain has been exp:>sed to (R:>horecky and Brick, 
1982). 
Blood sarrples nust be collected by a qualified rredical person 
(i.e. physician,nurse or lal::oratory technician) am sOOuld be 
witnessed by a police officer, ~eferrably the officer requesting the 
sanple. A rx>n-alcoholic skin disinfectant, such as benzalkonium 
chloride or aqueous merthiolate, nust be used to swab the skin area 
before blood collection. Although the contribution of an alcohol 
containing disinfectant is ~obably minimal, if aey, i t is easy en::>ugh 
to avoid possible arguments over contamination of the sarcple. 
Predesigned kits for the renoval of blood are manufactured 
ocmrercially and contain a disp:>aable sterile needle and adapter, 
vacuum blood-<X>llection tubes that contain anticoagulants (flooride, 
citrate, oxalate or heparin), preservatives (flooride and mercury 
salts) am an alcohol- free disinfectant. n..u tubes of blood are 
usually collected -one for imnediate analysis and one for future 
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oonfinnation or for inde:perrlent analysis. The tubes are sealed, 
labeled and signed by the witnessing officer and then transp:>rted to 
the lal::xJratory for analysis. 
'!here are rrany rretbxls available to analyse blood for ethaool 
content. Many have the disadvantage of being canplex and tirre 
oonsuming. M::>st require preliminary separation and sare have the added 
annoyance of being nonspecific (allowing interferences fran other 
oxidizable c:x:ti{X)urrls such as ketones and alcohols other than et:harx>l ) 
( caplan, 1982). 
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4. Physiological Principles an:i the Detennination of Breath Ethaml 
The testing of the breath for ethan::>! has been done for 
centuries. 'lhe IX>Se, as a medical sensing device, has been used to 
detect the fruity odor of the breath of diabetics and the fetid odor 
of the breaths of those with advanced liver disease, uremia or various 
acute infections. 'lhe r.t>slems routinely checked the breath for the 
smell of ethanol - a };X)Sitive result was considered sufficient 
evideoce of prior oonslllt'ption, originally a capital offence. In recent 
times, al::r1ontal odors of the breath can irxticate ex};X)sure to one or 
rcore of a variety of toxic chemicals (Mason an:i I:All:x:1Nski, 1975). 
'lhe first kJr1.m re};X)rt of breath testing for ethanol was by 
Bouchardat aiX1 Sarxiras in 1847. The first Arcerican paper appeared in 
1874 by Anstie (Mason and I:Xlbc:7Nski, 1975). As early as 1927, a 
procedure was described for breath-ethanol testing for rredico-lega1 
{:UI"};X)Ses, rut was given little attention. In 1939, shortly after the 
first nodel of the "Dr:unkareter" was described, Irxtiana becarre the 
first state to pass a law on the admissability of chemical test 
evidence. These early instruments used as their basis "that the arcount 
of ethaool aca::npanying 190 mg of carton dioxide \toOU.ld be the quantity 
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present in 1. 0 ml of pulnonary venous blcx:>d of average canp:>si tion" 
(Mason and D..ll:xMski, 197 5) • fk:1.vever, this was based on the assUil'pt.ion 
of a oonsistency in the carton dioxide oontent of expired air. When 
the breath tests were C'Cl'lpared with sinultaneously drawn blcx:>d tests, 
the results irxiicated differences that were unacceptable in a oourt of 
law (Mason and I:Albc::JNski, 1975). In 1967, the NSC recorcmended 
disoontinuance of carton dioxide as a rreasure in estimating alveolar 
air. 
At that time, the only instrurrent meeting the flf:M federal 
starxiards of requiring "analysis of a volumetrically measured sanple 
of 'substantially alveolar' deep lung air" (Mason am ~ski, 1975) 
was the Breathalyzer invented by .Borkinstein in 1954 (li::7Nes, et al., 
1967). M:>re recent instruments, rather than enploying the classical 
wet chemical oxidation of etharx>l, use techniques such as gas 
chrana:tografhy, infra-red fhotanetry arxi solid state oxidation (Mason 
arxi IXll::owski, 1975). A cx:nparision of the Breathalyzer am Intoxilizer 
will be covered in the next section. See Table 2 for a list of breath 
analysis devices. 
Presently, there are three types of breath testing devices: 
-------1 I I I 
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1. Sampling Devices - These collect a sample of 
alveolar air which nay be stored am analysed 
later. 
2. Screening Devices - Assist in detennining if a 
person is tm:ier the influence of alcohol am 
should be held for further testing. 
3. Evidentiary Testing Devices - These analyze a 
sample of breath and detennine the amount of 
ethanol present. Results are scientifically 
accurate, specific and reliable enough for 
presentation in a court of law (Caplan, 1982). 
The use of breath as a sample in ethanol testing has as its 
scientific basis Henry's law, which can be restated for ethan:>l as 
folla.¥S: ''When a volatile chemical (ethanol) is dissolved in a liquid 
(blood) and is brought to equilibrium with air (alveolar breath), 
there is a fixed ratio between the concentration of the volatile 
catq:X)UJ"rl (ethan:>l) in air (alveolar breath) and its concentration in 
the liquid (blood), am this ratio is constant for a given 
tefi1?erature" (Saferstein, 1981). Atrrosifleric air enters the lungs and 
passes into alveoli sacs via the bronchial tubes. Lying in close 
proximity to the alveoli sacs are capillaries. As blood (containing 
carl:x:>n dioxide am ethanol, in the case of an intoxicated person) 
enters the capillaries, it cares in contact with the surface of the 
alveoli sacs. A rapid exchange of gases takes place. Oxygen fran the 
alveoli enters the blood while car ron dioxide am ethanol, if present, 
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pass into the alveoli. 'Ihe carron dioxide arrl etharx:>l are expelled 
from the lungs during exhalation (Saferstein, 1981). See Figure 3. 
Breath is a reliable specirren for the detennination of ethaool as 
there is a fairly constant equilibrium between ethaool in alveolar air 
arrl in blood ( Gibb, et al., --- 1984). As stated in the article by 
Fbrorecky arrl Brick (1982), Gast:cmzyk arrl Streffen shc:7Ned the rapid 
equilibrium between etharx:>l in the lungs arrl blood. Additionally, 
breath-ethanol levels correlate better with arterial blood alcohol 
levels than the v~us blood levels (Fbhorecky arrl Brick, 1982). "Dead 
sp:tce" air is lower in ethanol concentration due to the fact that the 
heavier Jrei'IU)ranes in the rrouth, ,Iilarynx arrl bronchi release less 
ethanol to the air. Dilution fran this "dead sp:tce" air at the 
beginning of an exhalation will ca use a l0tt1er ethaool reading. 'Ihus, 
the accuracy of a breath test depems on obtaining a sarrple near the 
em of an expiration that is presumed to be canprised of deep lung air 
(alveolar air) ( Gibb, et al. , 1984) • 
Breath oornally leaves the IIDUth at 34 degrees Celcius, at which 
t€n'g?erature experimentation has detennined the ratio of ethanol in the 
blood to ethanol in the alveoli air to be approxirrately 2100 to 1 









(Saferstein, 1981). '!his is usually reJ;X>rted as a blcx:x:l/ breath ratio 
of 2100/1. In other \'wOrds, 1 rnl of blcx:x:l contains 2100 tines as much 
ethan::>l as 1 rnl of alveolar breath or the ethanol contained in 1 ml of 
blood equals the ethar¥:>1 contained in 2100 m1 of alveolar breath. '!his 
ratio was detennined by the si.nul taneous sanpling of blood am breath 
fran ne.ny intoxicated individuals (aret"son, et al., 1900). 
'lhis ratio has been urrler attack since its adoption in 1950 
(Biasotti, 1984). As stated in the paper by Enerson, et al. (1900), 
Liljestrand and Lindi first attempted in 1930 to correlate blcx:x:l to 
breath ethanol levels, suggesting a ratio of 2000/ 1. SUbsequent \'wOrk 
suggested lower figures of 1300 - 1600 to 1. FUrther \'wOrk in the 1950s 
oonfinred a nean blcx:x:l/breath ratio of 2100/1 at 34 degrees Celcius 
(Caplan, 1982) . M:>re recent work in the 1970s has irxticated a sanewhat 
higher value of 2300/ 1 (Enerson, 1900). lbNever, in spite of the 
controversy surr()llOOing the 2100/ 1 ratio, this is the stamard as 
accepted by the NSC in 1972. It has been derconstrated by several 
investigators that this ratio 'UI'rler-estimates the blood aloob:>l level 
by 12% - 30% (H:::Mes, et al., 1967: aret"son, et al., 1900: caplan, 
1982). 'lhus, although the accepted stan:lard of 2100/ 1 may be 
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inaccurate, it is clearly in the favor of the accused. tvt:>st studies 
have detennined values that range fran 1900 - 2400 to 1 (Mason arrl 
Dul:x:Mski, 1975), so 2100/1 seems to "split the difference." 
It nust be remembered that a breath test detennines .arterial 
blood levels, while a direct blood test determines venous blood 
levels. If the subject is in the absorption {ilase, the arterial .BA.C 
will be higher than the venous .BA.C. '!he absorption Fhase ma.y last as 
long as one hour after drinking the last drink. H:Jwever, it has been 
fC>lliXi that the .BA.C difference between arterial arrl venous blood is 
usually negligible one hour after the cessation of drinking. The mean 
differences of sanq;:>les taken during the first hour after drinking are 
significantly greater than the mean differences of samples taken after 
one oour. 'lherefore, the difference in arterioven:>US blood. levels 
sOC>u.l.d be Ck:>ctm:mted if the irxli vidual is in the absorption Fhase. 
Blood-breath determinations are adequate alone during the post-
ab:!orption :fhase when arteriovenous levels are equivalent (H:Jwes, et 
at., 1967). 
If two widely spaced breath Sanq;:>les are collected, a calculation 
of the elimination rate arrl a determination of an irrlividual' s 
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JX)Sition on the blood~thanol curve can be made (Winek am Murphy, 
1984). lbwever, for medico-legal p.lr!X)ses, t\1.0 closely spaced breath 
samples are reccmrended for collection. These should agree to within ~ 
0.02% if the instrument is operating properly and if htnnan variables 
are minimized (Biasotti, 1984). 
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5 • '!be Intoxilizer 
Of the early breath testing devices, the Breathalyzer has becare 
the nost p::>p..Uar. In this method, etharvl is oxidized to acetic acid 
by p:>tassiurn dichrarate. Breath, containing etharvl, is passed into an 
anp.U.e containing };X>tassiurn dichranate, water and sulfuric acid. '!he 
reaction is given 90 secooos to cx:uplete the oxidation of the ethaml 
(James, et al., 1980). "As the reaction proceeds, the concentration 
ani hence the light aaK>rbance of p::>tassiurn dichrarate will diminish 
in prop::>rtion to the anount of alcol'x>l consumed. '!he Breathalyzer 
iOOirectl.y detennines the quantity of alcoool consumed by neasuring 
the al:sorption of light by !X)tassiurn dichranate before ani after its 
reaction with alcob:)l" (Saferstein, 1981). See Figure 4. 
lbw'ever, this metllod is IXXl-specific in that other alcoools, 
ketones and other sul:stances may interfere. Other problems with the 
Breathalyzer include: long analysis tine, danger to the operator in 
harxlling strcng acid arrpules, difficulty in opening the anp.Ues and 
difficulty in inserting the OObbler tubes into the anp.lles (Emerson 
1980). 
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has gained in favor arrong law enforcement agencies. It eliminates 
operator involvement with the actual chemical process. It is virtually 
t.arrper-proof and, nost i.rrp:>rtant, limits interference fran other 
chemical substances. 
Infra-red spectroscopy has the ability to generate a "finger-
print" spectra of a cc.mp::>lUld. It "involves the twisting, beriling, 
rotation and vibrational notions of atans in a nolecule. Up:m 
interaction of the incident radiation, portions of the incident 
radiation are al:sorbed at particular wavelengths. '!he IIUltiplicity of 
vibrations occuring sinultaneously produces a highly carplex 
al::sorption spectrum, whl.ch is uniquely characteristic of the 
functional groups carprising the nolecule and of the overall 
configuration of the a tans as well" {Willard, et al. , 1981) . 
Infra-red light is at the red end of the visible light range and 
extends to the microwave region. In wavelengths it 
-1 
is 0. 7 - 500 microns or 14000 - 20 an in wave numbers. See Figure 5 
(Willard, et al., 1981). 
Infra-red instruments have three general c::acp:>nents: a radiation 
source, an optical system and the detector. 'lhe st:.anJard instrument 
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has filter- or prism-gratings an1 covers the range fran 4000 to 650 
-1 
an (2.5 - 15.4 microns). It offers high resolution, separating 
closely spaced bands, accurate measurements of band p::>sitions and 
intensities and high scanning speeds for a given resolution and noise 
level (Willard, et al., 1981). 
Every rrolecule absorbs light at various wavelengths curl to 
varying degrees . As light passes through a sanple, it will be absorbed 
to sare degree. N:>nnally, the arrount of light absorbed is detected as 
a decrease in the anount of light that is able to pass through the 
sample. This follows Lambert's law, which states that, "for a given 
concentration of absorber, the intensity of transmitted light 
decreases logarithmically as the path length increases arit.hrretically" 
(Willard, et aL, 1981). Beer added "that increasing the concentration 
of absorber had the sa~re effect as a prop::>rtional increase in the 
radiation-absorbing path length" (Willard, et al., --- 1981). This gives 
rise to the familiar cx::mbined Lambert-Beer law, usually simply 
referred to as Beer's law: 
A = -log%T = log Io I I = aJ:X:: 
39 . 
Where A = Absorbance 
T = Transrni ttance 
Io = Initial intensity 
I = Final intensity 
a =Absorption constant 
b = Absorption path length 
C = Concentration of sanple 
This principle is employed in two types of intruments: (~) fixed 
wavelength arrl ( ii) scanning wavelength. Fixed wavelength instruments 
are set on one wavelength in a particular absorption range. The crosen 
wavelength is usually that at \tthi.ch the sanple absorbs the strongest. 
Visible spectro~ters employ this ~rethod. Sanples are rarely, if 
ever, identified by this metb:xi, rut it is very useful in detennining 
the concentrations of samples. 
Scanning wavelength instruments scan through the entire 
absorption range in question arrl produce a spectrum of absorption 
peaks am valleys. In nost instances, the resulting spectrum is unique 
to that c:x:xrp;:>UIXi arrl can be used to identify p1re cx:::rrp:>UI1ds. Ultra-
violet am infra-red instrurrents are of this type. Typical IR spectra 
are shown in Figures 6 and 7. (Fouchert, 1981) 
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The Intoxilyzer uses the principle of Beer's Law coupled with a 
fixed wavelength IR. The absorption b:md choosen is 3. 39 microns, 
which is indicative of the shifted CH3 of etharol. "Thus, in the 
Intoxilyzer, we can select, by means of an optical filter, a narrCM 
slice of energy in. the near infra-red region and beam this energy into 
a sarrple chamber where ethyl alcohol nolecules, if present, will 
al::sorb that energy by continoous change of state at the specified 
resonant wavelengths and subsequent photon interaction with the 
surrounding air molecules. We can measure, by means of a 
photodetector, the magnitude of the relatively continoous absorption 
process and, by awlying the Lambert-Beer LaW 1 determine the 
concentration of alcohol nolecules in the sarrple chamber" ( CMI 
Intoxilyzer M:mual, N.D.). A functional diagram of the Intoxilyzer is 
presented in Figure 8. 
lbV.'ever, many cx::rcpoun:is contain the C-H stretch of methyl groups 
(Mebs, et al., 1984). If any of these are present in a subject's 
breath, they ~uld l:>e detected also, causing the instrument to repJrt 
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Figure 8. Functional Diagram of the Intoxilyzer. 
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rrost cx:mron interference substances is acetone, which can l:e present 
in the breath, especially of d.ial:etics (~bs, et al., 1984). 'lhe CMr 
Intoxilyzer 4011-AS has addressed this problem by adding aoother fixed 
wavelength at 3. 48 microns, which is sensitive to ethaml but oot 
acetone. If acetone is introduced into the instnmlent, it will be 
absorbed at 3.39 microns rut oot at 3.48 microns, causing a 
significant change in the relative out~ts of the t\Vo channels. '!his 
results in the activation of the error circuitry, which inhibits the 
printout am illuminates the INI'ERFERENCE INDICATOR light ( Q.1I 
Intoxilyzer Manual, N. D.). 
'lhe CMr Intoxilyzer has also taken into account that lung size 
varies anong .irxti viduals. "'!his system lcx)ks at the rate of rise of 
the d.igi tal readout as the person under test is blCMi.ng into the 
inst:rurrent to ascertain the 'deep lung' nature of the breath sanple" 
(CMI Intoxilyzer Manual, N. D.). Thus, as a subject begins to exhale, 
air fran the ITOUth will enter the test chamber, causing the readout to 
begin to rise (if ethaool is present). It will continue rising as air 
fran the trachea and bronchi enter the chamber. lbNever, \\hen alveolar 
air enters the cl'laJ'tt)er, the readout will begin to level off, 
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iOOicating that the peak ethanol concentration has been reached. See 
Figure 9 (Saferstein, 1981; CMI Intoxilyzer Manual, N. D.). If a 
subject stops blONi.ng too soon or before the readout has leveled off, 
in effect trying to cause the instrurrent to stop in a favorable area, 
the error cycle will be activated and the printout inhibited. 
The result is an easy-to-use, tamper-proof instrurrent. The 
subject need only be instructed to take a deep breath and blON'. 
I I I ~~--~--~------
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Figure 9. Diagram of Breath Sampling System. (CHI Intoxilyzer 




6. Research Objectives 
It is a fundam:mtal requirement that any evidential breath-
ethanol testing device accurately measure the concentration of ethanol 
in a breath sanple. It is further required that such testing devices 
not resp:md to any other substance which nay also be present in the 
breath. 
The first-generation breath testing devices employed a sensitive 
reagent system. lb.Never, they were non-specific for etharx>l. I:Uring 
the 1940s am 1950s, attacks were regularly nounted against breath 
testing devices based on their ability to be interfered with by 
acetone, alcoools other than etharx>l am other volatile ccmp::>unds. 
Later-generation breath testing devices that enployed infra-red 
or other reagentless analyses have all rut laid to rest the claims of 
acetone interference ( llll:x:Mski. am Essary, 1983) • As already stated in 
the section on the Intoxilyzer (see p. 47), the CMI Intoxilyzer has an 
INDICATOR which eliminates the p:>asibili ty of 
interference by acetone. 
There have been claims of oon-etharx:>l volatile subtances 
occurring endogenously am thus interfering with a breath-etharx:>l test 
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( r::ol::x:Jwski arxl Essary, 1983) . As recx:mnended by the National Safety 
Council's Camri.ttee on Alcohol and Other Drugs in 1971, "Substances 
which are produced errl::>geoously arxl appear in the breath shall oot 
contrioote to the apparent BAC by rrore than 0.01%." 'lherefore, acetone 
or other ermgeoous volatile substances would have to be present in 
excess of 0.01 grams per 210 liters (or 1 reg per 21,000 rnl) to be 
considered an interference ( D.ll:x:1.v'ski arxl Essary, 1983) • So while 
acetone may be present in the breath of diabetics or fasting 
irxli viduals, the .only volatile substance that can be tolerated by the 
lxxiy in excess of a feN reg per 100 rnl is ethaool (Enerson, et al. , 
1980). If rrore than a feN reg per 100 ml of acetone are present, toxic 
syrrptans appear which oonrally require rredical attention (Enerson , et 
al., 1980). 'lhi.s is also true for other volatile ~s, such as 
rrethaool arxl proparx:>l. 
Arx;)ther area of clairred interference is that of ethaool present 
in the rrouth at the tirre of testing. If a subject has belched or 
vomited just prior to testing, a falsely elevated breath-ethanol 
level will be obtained. Also, the use of a rrouthwash with a high 
alcohol content may cause a false positive test result (Warner arxl 
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Pral:::akaran, 1985). fb.Jever, it is krx:1Nn that alcohol is absorbed fran 
the oral rrucosa in 5 to 10 minutes ( Gibb, et al. , 1984) . The staro.ard 
procedure for administration of a breath test for medicolegal purp::>ses 
is to wait 20 minutes fran the time the subject was first observed. 
Therefore, if proper procedures are followed and the 20~nute waiting 
period is ob:;erved, interference fran ethaool in the nouth is 
minimized. 
Also claimed as an area of possible interference is the recent 
inhalation of volatile CCJniX>unds (as opp:>aed to ingestion). Drivers 
have clai.na:i that an observed BAC might have partly arisen fran 
inhalation of ethaool vap::>rs ( Kruhoffer, 1983) • While it a~ars true 
that etharx)l can be taken up by the blood via inspired air, there is 
sane debate as to its significance for medicolegal p..li!X)Ses (Kruhoffer 
1983; Lewis, 1985) Along this sane line are claims that inhalation of 
other volatile chemicals can cause elevated ~eath test results 
(Fdwards, et al., 1986). '!his area needs further investigation to 
establish the relative validity of claimed interferences by irihaled 
volatile substances. 
1-i:Mever, interferences by inhaled volatile cx::tlp)urrls are oot the 
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aim of the present study. '!he objective of this rep:>rt is to 
detennine if camon food stuffs \\Culd cause an interference with the 
orr Intoxilyzer. It has been theorized that if one has been eating 
while drinking alcoholic beverages, the foods might cause an elevated 
breath-alcorol test result. o:iorous focxls were chosen on the theory 
that if it could be srrelled on one • s breath, it \\Culd perhaps elici te 
a reading on the instrument. 'lbe list of foods was further narrcwed to 
th:>se cqmonly found in eating am drinking establishments (i.e. pizza 
shops) or tlx>se focxls taken in an attenpt to conceal the presence of 
ethanol in the breath (i.e. mints am carxlies). 
Deferxlents have raised the p:>ssibility of interference fran the 
ingestion of certain foods. It has been suggested, that the foodstuffs 
ingested with the alcoholic beverage caused the elevated breath-
alcohol content (Personal <Xmrlll1ication, Dr. HersChel Frye, 
University of the Pacific, Stockton, california). In the aJ:eence of 
scientific experimantation, it has oot been possible to refute this 
alleged p::>Ssibility. It was with the puq::ose of detennining the 
validity of such claims that the follcwing study was undertaken. 
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MATERIAlS AND METHODS 
1. Menu Selection 
Testing consisted of eating the selected fcx:xl, one test item per 
session. If a choice of foods was provided, i.e. oambination pizza vs. 
vegetarian pizza, volunteers were all<:Med to choose their favorite. 
Menus consisted of the following: 
1. Canbination pizza (onion, bell pepper, sausage, 
pepperoni, salami, olives, mushrocms, cheeses arxi 
sauce) or vegetarian (bell peppers, onions, 
olives, ITUshrocms, cheeses arxi sauce) , roth with 
extra onions, furnished by Rico 1 s ( 1217 March 
Lane, Stockton, california). 
2. Spaghetti with pesto sauce arxi garlic bread. Pesto 
sauce fran Angelina 1 S Resturant (1563 E. Frenont, 
Stockton, california) • 
3. Onion rings (fran Burger Kin:J, 6393 Pacific Ave. , 
Stockton, california) • 
4. Salad (iceberg am rarane lettuce green onions, 
nushrocms, cheddar cheese, recon bits, tanatoes, 
celery, bell pepper, croutons, diced hard-toiled 
egg, cucumbers) with vinegar (either white 
distilled or wine) arxi oil salad dressing. 
5. Breath mints (Brachs Peppennint Starlight Mints, 
Brock '1hln Mints, Tic-Tac Mints, Lifesaver Pep-0-
Mint, Lifesaver Wint-o-Green, Certs Speannints) 
arxi/or mouthwashes (Listerine, Act Fluoride, 
Bianca breath spray) • Hall 1 s Menth::>l Cough Drops 
were also made available. 
2. Instrument calibration 
The instrurrent used was an Intoxilyzer, ITOdel 401l.AS by CMI 
Incoq:orated. Instrurrent calibration was done by the follONing 1:\\U 
methods: 
1. Wet Bath Simulator: The wet te.th simulator was 
perforrred at randan intervals. 'lhe stock solution 
was prepared by follc::1iling the directions in the 
instrurrent instruction ne.nual ( p. 34) as fol1c::1ils: 
77 m.l of NBS ethan:>!, 1821, 95.629 wt% was diluted 
to 1000 m.l with double-distilled water. A 0.01% 
\'.Orking solution was made by diluting 1 ml of 
stock solution to 500 ml with DO-H20. 
2. Beam Attenuator Accessory: calibration checks 
using the Beam Attenuator Accessory were perfonned 
after the cacpletion of each breath test. 'lhe 
procedure follONed was that fourxl in the 
instrument instruction ne.nual (p. 36) • 
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3 . Breath Testing 
'!he instrument was operated in accordance with the operational 
check list found in the instrument instruction nanual ( CMI Intoxilyzer 
r.Bnual,N. D.). See Figure 10. SUbjects were requested to fill out a 
questionnaire before starting the Intoxilyzer tests. '!he :prrp:>se of 
the questionnaire was for statistical p.li"p)Ses to ascertain the 
general health of the volunteers. '!he questionnaire appears here as 
Figure 11. 
'!he protocx:>l was as follows: subjects were assembled am 
instructed to breathe into the instrurrent to assure that their initial 
breath level was zero. Subjects then ate the focd provided am were 
instructed to eat hearty portions of the test focd (i.e. pesto sauce, 
onions, vinegar & oil dressing) • SUbjects could eat as nuch as they 
liked at a oonnal pace am noderate arrounts of oon-alcooolic beverages 
were allCJw'ed. Inmediately upon finishing, subjects were administered a 
secooo breath test. Regardless of results, all subjects were required 
to remain in the test area for 20 minutes, during ~ch time oo 
srroking, eating or drinking were allCJw'ed. Subjects were allCMed to 
converse. At the errl of 20 minutes, a final breath test was 
CMI INTOXILYZER 
OPERATIONAL CHECK LIST 
WAIT AT LEAST 20 MINUTES AFTER LAST DRINK OR 
REGURGITATION BEFORE CONDUCTING ANALYSIS. 
MAKE CERTAIN POWER SWITCH IS IN THE "ON" 
POSITION. WAIT UNTIL THE READY LIGHT COMES ON. 
[] 1. INSERT TEST RECORD CARD. 
[] 2. CONNECT BREATH TUBE TO THE PUMP TUBE. 
[] 3. TURN MODE SELECTOR SWITCH TO ZERO SET. ADJUST 
ZERO SET KNOB SO THAT DISPLAY READS .0001 .001~ 
.002~ OR .003. 
[] 4. TURN MODE SELECTOR SWITCH TO AIR BLANK. 
[] 5. AFTER AIR BLANK CYCLE IS COMPLETED~ TURN MODE 
SELECTOR SWITCH TO ZERO SET. READJUST ZERO 
SET KNOB TO OBTAIN PROPER ZERO. 
0 6. TURN MODE SELECTOR SWITCH TO BREATH ~10DE. 
DISCONNECT THE BREATH TUBE FROM THE PUMP TUBE. 
HAVE SUBJECT BLOW INTO BREATH TUBE UNTIL 
SAMPLE IS COMPLETE. 
[] 7. CONNECT BREATH TUBE TO THE PUMP TUBE. TURN 
MODE SELECTOR SWITCH TO AIR BLANK. 
FOR SECOND ANALYSIS REPEAT STEPS 3 THRU 7. 
Figure 10. Intoxilyzer ~rational Check List. 
(O.U tvanual, N.D.) 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR INTOXIL YZER TESTS 
Please fill out the following as completely as possible. 
Age Sex M F Weight 
General Health 
Do you smoke? y N 
Do you have diabetes? y N 
Do you wear dentures? y N Braces? y N 
Do you have any existing dental problems? y N 
If yes, please specify. 
Do you have asthma or any other respiratory problems? Y N 
If yes, please specify.------------------ -
Have you had an alcoholic beverage in the last 6 hours? Y N 
********************************************************************************** 
I understand that the above information is to be used for statistical purposes only. It 
will in no way be identified with the test subject, either verbally or in written commu-
nication. I further agree to hold harmless the University of the Pacific and all persons 
associated with this test from any injuries or losses that may result from this test. 
Signature------------
Figure 11. Q..lestionnaire for Intoxilyzer Tests. 
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administered. After this breath test, a cali bration check was nade 
with the beam attenuator. 
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RESULTS 
'!he vital statistics of the volunteers are S\..mll'arized in Table 3, 
while the results of the Intoxilyzer tests are sl'x:1Nn in Tables 4 am 
5. All pre-meal and pre-breath freshener readings were negative. In 
surnrary, with the exception of the rrouth washes, all p::>st-tests were 
negative. In the case of Listerine, the initial readings went off the 
scale (maximum reading = 0.48%) am the instrument needed to be 
recalibrated before the tests could resume. In all cases, except two, 
the readings were again zero after the 20-minute waiting period. In 
the two cases ~ere the readings did oot fall to zero within 20 
minutes, the rrouthpieces were changed am the tests irnrediately 
repeated. With the new rrouthpiece, the readings were zero 
(approximately 26 minutes after taking the Listerine). 
Act Flooride rrouthwash also caused a p::>Sitive reading as did 
Binaca, rut only in one case did the readings g::> off the scale. 
Readings were back to zero within the 20-minute waiting period. 
TABLE 3. VITAL SI'ATISI'ICS OF VOLUNTEERS 
















(25 - 41) 
169.2 





* One tartar build-up, one needs a filling 
7 
29.6 
(17 - 42) 
139.121 




+ '1\t.o have allergies, but neither are on Iredication 
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Foods Number Average Number Average 
of instrument of instrurrent 
tests reading tests reading 
--------------------
Pizza * 
Pesto Sauce arrl 
Garlic Bread 












* No difference noted between combination or vegetarian 
pizza 
** No, difference noted between dressings made with white 
distilled or red wine vinegar 
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TABLE 5. INIDXIL'YZER READINGS AFI'ER M)lJI'H WASHES I 
BREATH MINTS AND arHER BREATH FRESHENERS 
VOWNI'EERS 
MALE 
Foods Number Average Number 
of instrument of 






------------·--· ... --·-------- -----------------
t-buth Washes 
Listerine 3 0.480 * 2 0.480 * 
(0.48 - 0.48) (0.48 - 0.48) 
.Act Fluoride 3 0.007 * 1 0.010 * 
(0.00 - 0.01) (0.01 - 0.01) 
Binaca 0 1 0.110 * 
(0.11 - 0.11) 
Breath Mints 
Pep-0-Mint 3 0.0 0 
Wint-o-Green 1 0.0 0 
Certs 1 0.0 1 0.0 
Tic-Tac Mints 
Miscellaneous 
Ha.ll's Menthol 0 1 0.0 
Cough Drops 
'Ihin Mints 2 0 .0 2 0.0 
Starlight Mints 0 1 0.0 
----------------





At the onset of this study, it was expected that nost of the 
fcxxis selected, especially the onion, garlic arrl vinegar, ~uld elicit 
an initial instrument reading arrl that this ~uld return to OOI'llBl by 
the tirre the 20-rninute waiting period was over. 'Jllat this did oot 
happen has caused sare disapp:>intrrent anong those involved. 'Ihe lack 
of interference can be explained in t~ ways: (i) the substance arrl/or 
its ccrnp::ments do oot absorb infra-red light at the 3.39 am/or 3.48 
micron wavelengths or ( ii) the sub3tance am/ or its cx:rcp:ments do 
ab:lorb infra-red light in the desired region, rut are present in 
concentrations less than 1 rrg / 21,000 ml am therefore do oot 
constitute an interference. 
'Ihe vinegar am oil salad dressing will be discussed first, as it 
is the least cx::ctplicated test material. Vinegar is the cx:rmon narre for 
dilute aqueous solutions of acetic acid. Acetic acid is also a final 
product in the oxidation of ethaool. It is logical to assume that the 
manufacturer ~uld have chosen the Intoxilyzer's infra-red wavelengths 
bearing in mirxl that acetic acid v.ould be present as a nornal 62 , 
rnet.al:x:>lite. At the chosen wavelengths, acetic acid absorbs weakly, 
shc:Ming no strong peaks and thus not causing a reading. 
The results of the onion am gar lie are nore cacplex as these 
substances are ma.de up of many c::x:nq;onents. 'Ibe principal carp::>nents in 
garlic (Allium sativum L.) are: a vola·tile oil oontaining diallyl 
disulfide (responsible for the ock>r of onions), allylpropyl disulfide 
(an onion-like odor), and allicin (YOllllgken, 1948). No infra-red 
spectra were available. for these c::x:nq;ourxls. .Ek:7Never, vie.wi.ng the 
infra-red spectrum for the related ~, propyl disulfide, shONS 
strong absorption in l:oth the 3. 39 and 3. 48 micron barxls. Therefore, 
of the al:ove CC'ItpJUl1ds in garlic, it is p::>ssible to conclude that 
allylpropyl disulfide, with its terminal methyl group, might also 
absorb strongly at the desired wavelength, but is apparently present 
in too low a ooncentration to do so. 
'Ihe principal catp:ments of onions (Allium cepa L.) are 
quercetin, protocatechuic acid, rutin, malic acid, glycollic acid, 
cyanidin-3-pentoseglyooside, volatile oil arxl sugar (Farnsworth, et 
al., 1971). Allylpropyl disulfide, even though it has an onion-like 
odor, has rot been reported to be present. Nevertheless, onions 63 . 
produce tearing upon peeling, am this is due to a ccmbination of 
propionaldehyde, thioaldehyde, rreth.alx>l, propyl rrercaptan, hydrogen 
sulfide, acetaldehyde, sulfur dioxide, dipropyl sulfide am propa.nol 
(Benarde, 1971). The infra-red spectra of these oorcpoums shaN that 
only propyl mercaptan, dipropyl sulfide and propanol absorb strongly 
erough in the desired wavelengths to cause a possible response. That 
no response was elicited again indicates that they are not present in 
sufficient ooncentrations to cause an interference. 
The candies and carxly-like breath fresheners also failed to cause 
a response. This is not surprising when one checks the list of 
ingredients in these products. See Table 6. It might have been 
expected that rrent.OOl am stearic acid ( CCI'lp)nents in Hall 's Ment.OOl 
Cough Drops, Lifesaver Pep-0-Mint and Wint~nt carxly and Bach's 
Starlight mints) \\Ould cause a resp:>nse, as they appear to absorb 
strongly at 3.39 ani 3.48 microns. H:::Mever, it is afP3-rent that they 
are also in concentrations too snall to cause an interference. 
M:Juthwashes were also tested arxl, as expected, caused a reading. 
This interference has been previously cited and was tested again 
TABLE 6. PRINCIPAL ca-1PONENI'S IN BREATH FRESHENERS 
<XM1ERCIAL PROIX.Jcr 
Brach's Starlight Mints 






Hall 's Menthol Cough 
Drops 



















Activated, partially hydrogena.ted 
cottonseed oil 
M:ignesium stearate 

















trerely to confinn the findings. '!he nouthwashes used contained 6% (Act 
Fluoride) arrl 26. 9% ( Listerine) alcohoL Binaca 's alcoool content was 
uns_pecified. CXle interesting ,IX>int should be ooted. Each volunteer was 
given a nouthpiece at the start of each day's test, which he/ she used 
for all three breath sanples that were collected on that particular 
day. When follONing this procedure for the nouthwashes, it was 
otserved that on t.v.o occasions, the readings did not return to zero 
after the 20-m:i.nute waiting period. New ItDUthpieces were .imrediately 
tried arrl the readings were zero. It is believed that sane etha.Ix>l 
remained trapped in the nouthpieces, causing the sutsequent false 
IX>Si ti ve readings. '!his points out the importance of using a fresh 
ItDUthpiece for each test to avoid fOSSible interferences. 
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CXNCI.lJSICNS 
Fran the present study, it rray re conclooed that the odoriferous 
foods tested will not cause a p:>sitive resp:>nse in breath-alcohol 
testing when done on a CMI Intoxilyzer 40ll.AS. The only substances 
that elicited a resJ:X)nse were t.OOse containing high levels of alcohol. 
Alt.OOugh rrany of the foods tested contained alcohols or CCIT'p:)urxis with 
a terminal methyl group, these cx:mp:>Unds were not present in 
sufficient strength to cause an interference. It is relieved that none 
of the camon foodstuffs will cause a reading. It is further relieved 
that soould a "food" re fourrl that will of itself cause an 
interference (i.e. a food containing high levels of propaool) it will 
re of such a toxic nature to rran as to remer it inedible. It is 
therefore oonclooed that there is no scientific basis for a defense of 
IXJSSible interference by camon foodstuffs so as to cause an elevated 
breath-alooool result when using a CMI Intoxilizer. 
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